Proxy Disclaimer
Please read the statement below. If the statement is true, please check the box. By checking the box and clicking “SUBMIT,” you are affirming a legal relationship supporting your request to act as a proxy for the OMC MyChart account holder. Should Olmsted Medical Center (OMC) discover through its verification process or otherwise that this information is false, OMC may terminate all access to the OMC MyChart application, pursue legal action, or make a referral for criminal prosecution, as appropriate.

For the OMC MyChart account holder I am requesting access to, I have been granted proxy access upon the designation and authorization of the account holder or I am the parent or legal guardian of the minor account holder or I am an authorized representative of the adult account holder, and have the legal authority to access their health information. Additionally, I have read, understand, and agree to the OMC MyChart Terms and Conditions of Use.

The above information is for reference only. Disclaimer is available electronically in OMC MyChart.